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I. INTRODUCTION &  
BACKGROUND

Introduction 

As the Medicare Part D prescription drug 
benefit nears the end of its third year, the 
annual selling season for Part D and Medi-
care Advantage plans is also coming to a 
close. Similar to the last three years, the 
2008 Annual Coordinated Election Period 
(AEP) allows Medicare beneficiaries to 
choose from – and be marketed to by – a 
wide range of Medicare private plans across 
the country. Also similar to the last three sell-
ing seasons, Medicare beneficiaries are still 
subject to unscrupulous behavior on the part 
of a number of agents and brokers trying to 
maximize their compensation by steering 
people towards certain plans, regardless of 
whether such plans are in an individual’s best 
interest. The sheer number and complexity of 
Medicare private plans makes informed deci-
sion making more difficult while simultane-
ously allowing plans and their agents to profit 
from the resulting fog of confusion which also 
hampers the ability of state regulators to pro-
tect beneficiaries. 

This year, though, Congress and the Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 
have made progress in their recognition of 
and efforts to address marketing misconduct 
in the Medicare marketplace. This year Con-
gress passed the Medicare Improvements for 
Patients and Providers Act of 2008 (MIPPA) 
and CMS has issued implementing regula-
tions and clarifying guidance.1 Many of the 
statutory and regulatory changes will improve 
beneficiary protections, but there are some 
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significant loopholes and/or exceptions to 
some of these rules, and it is yet unclear how 
other rules will be implemented. Some of 
these new rules are codifications of existing 
rules (e.g. a prohibition on unsolicited door-
to-door marketing) that, in the view of those 
assisting Medicare beneficiaries, have been 
widely flaunted. Although the new rules will 
help, marketing misconduct continues. Above 
all, there remain ongoing systemic barriers 
to adequate oversight of the Medicare mar-
ketplace; federal preemption still plagues the 
regulation of Medicare Advantage and Part D 
plans by hindering or even preventing action 
at the state level, as does sporadic oversight 
and enforcement actions at the federal level.

This brief will explore these barriers, as  
well as review some of the changes in 
marketing rules implemented in 2008 by 
identifying strengths, weaknesses, and  
room for improvement. This brief is 
organized as follows: 

• Part I provides a brief overview of changes 
to the regulation of the Medicare market-
place in the last couple of years; 

• Part II explores unresolved systemic issues 
that prevent adequate oversight of market-
ing in the Medicare marketplace: federal 
law that preempts state authority; and the 
lack of adequate enforcement and over-
sight at the federal level;

• Part III analyzes selected new marketing 
rules, including their shortcomings; 

• Part IV provides recommendations to better 
protect consumers from marketing abuses;

NOTE: This report was 
prepared with support from  
The California Endowment.
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• Appendix 1: is an update on Medicare Advantage “Gap” 
Plans (following-up on an issue brief on the subject 
drafted by California Health Advocates in November 
2007),2 along with a couple of examples of ongoing  
marketing of these products to agents; and 

• Appendices 2 and 3 are examples of marketing  
documents referenced in the text.

Background

The roll-out of the Part D prescription drug benefit in Janu-
ary 2006 coincided with an overall increase in the payment 
made to private insurance companies that offer Medicare 
Advantage (MA) plans through Medicare Part C (formerly 
known as Medicare+Choice). These new profit vehicles 
for plan sponsors and their contracted agents spawned 
an epidemic of misconduct surrounding the sale of Part D 
and MA plans not seen in Medicare since before Medigap 
plans were standardized.3 Medicare beneficiaries and con-
sumer advocates have reported numerous cases of peo-
ple being enrolled in plans without their knowledge and/or 
through deception, lies and misleading promises.4 Media 
reports about marketing misconduct grew and Congress 
began to hold hearings on the subject.5

Advocates and others argued that CMS was slow to both 
acknowledge and respond to the growing epidemic of 
misconduct in the marketing of Medicare private plans.6 
Following pressure from Congress, consumer advo-
cates, state regulators, and the media, CMS responded 
with new guidance for Medicare Private Fee-for-Service 
(PFFS) plans, and, in June 2007, seven PFFS plan 
sponsors announced a brief and voluntary suspension 
of marketing activities which was lifted prior to the 2007 
Fall selling season. 

To its credit, CMS subsequently developed a set of 
proposed rules issued in May 20087 that made improve-
ments to consumer protections, many of which were 
later adopted and codified in the Medicare Improvement 
for Patients and Providers Act of 2008 (MIPPA). MIPPA, 
enacted in July 2008 following an override of President 
Bush’s veto, made additional changes to MA and Part 
D marketing rules (including some new rules as well as 
codification of existing rules).8 Pursuant to MIPPA, CMS 
issued a series of final and interim rules, along with addi-
tional guidance on marketing issues for the 2008 AEP.9 

Some of the concepts in this brief are derived from 
comments to CMS’ May 2008 Notice of Proposed Rule 
Making drafted jointly by several consumer advocacy 
organizations, each of which submitted comments sepa-
rately.10 Additional comments are drawn from the work 
of the National Association of Insurance Commission-
ers (NAIC) Senior Issues Task Force, Medicare Private 
Plans Subgroup, in which CHA participated,11 resulting 
in a White Paper on The Regulation of Medicare Private 
Health Plans (adopted October 2008)12

II. UNReSOLVeD SYSTeMIC  
PROBLeMS: LACK OF ADeQUATe  
FeDeRAL eNCORCeMeNT & FeDeRAL 
PReeMPTION OF STATe AUTHORITY 

Over the last year there have been some significant 
improvements to consumer protections in the Medicare 
marketplace, however we believe that serious problems 
will persist as long as the following barriers remain: the 
lack of adequate federal oversight and enforcement over 
Medicare plans by CMS; and federal preemption of state 
jurisdiction over Medicare private plans. We address each 
of these issues in turn. 

Lack of Adequate Federal enforcement 

As referenced above, we believe CMS was slow to 
acknowledge and respond to marketing misconduct sur-
rounding the sale of Medicare private plans. To its credit, it 
has changed both its rules and rhetoric surrounding con-
sumer protections and the need to hold agents and plans 
accountable for their actions. In our view, though, these 
improvements are not enough to adequately police the 
Medicare marketplace. 

2008 AeP SURVeILLANCe

Along with the roll-out of new marketing regulations and 
guidance, CMS has announced a program to enforce the 
new marketing regulations during the current Medicare 
Annual Coordinated Election Period (AEP).13

The 2008 AEP marketing surveillance strategy applies to 
private insurance companies, agents and brokers, and 
downstream entities. CMS has created a three-prong 
surveillance strategy to “detect, prevent, and respond” to 
marketing violations.14 The three prongs are: 

• Communication 

• Surveillance

• Compliance and Enforcement 

The first prong of CMS’ new strategy is Communication -- 
CMS communication with MA and PDP plans via market-
ing regulations, guidance documents, press releases and 
Health Plan Management System (HPMS) memoranda is 
the primary mechanism used to outline the rights of ben-
eficiaries and the responsibilities of plans under the new 
MIPPA marketing provisions.

CMS is also turning to “state partners” for key commu-
nications (see discussion of federal preemption below), 
and is looking for opportunities to work with beneficiary 
advocates as well. We believe that this is an improve-
ment over previous years when State Health Insurance 
Assistance Programs (SHIPs) and other advocates often 
found their attempts to report and resolve marketing viola-
tions thwarted due to a lack of enforcement processes at 
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the federal level. It is unclear, though, if SHIPs and other 
advocates can follow up and be told exactly what enforce-
ment action by CMS was taken pursuant to a particular 
complaint. It would be helpful if advocates and those 
working directly with Medicare beneficiaries knew the 
result of their efforts to communicate events or possible 
violations to CMS. The responsibility for rectifying the 
mess that abusive marketing and enrollment creates often 
falls upon these entities as Medicare beneficiaries turn to 
SHIPs and others for assistance. SHIPs and other advo-
cates deserve a clear set of expectations and transpar-
ent processes to ensure that they are using their already 
limited resources in the most judicious manner possible 
to assist beneficiaries, and to know the outcome of the 
abuses they report.

The second prong of CMS’ new strategy is Surveillance 
– CMS will cast a “wide net” by hitting all contracted 
MA and PDP plans in all 50 states “at least once for the 
high risk plans.”15 Surveillance activities (referred to as 
“horizontal surveillance activities”) include secret shop-
ping of marketing events; calling plan call centers to 
ensure that the information they’re providing is complete, 
understandable, and accurate; and using a clipping ser-
vice (which monitors online, print and broadcast media 
for specific content). From this “horizontal surveillance” 
CMS will identify plan outliers to be targeted for a more 
intensive “vertical surveillance.” 

The thought of each plan receiving some kind of scrutiny 
“at least once” unless results merit further attention is 
by almost any measurement woefully inadequate, and 
highlights the lack of adequate resources devoted to 
oversight at the federal level. This is akin to having one 
highway patrol officer cruise the 797 miles of Interstate 5 
in California from Mexico to the Oregon border each day. 
More often than not, each plan selling a product in a given 
service area often has multiple events conducted by a 
number of different agents and entities, and each event is 
an opportunity for plans and agents to skirt marketing rules 
and/or provide bad information. For example, in the Fall of 
2007, CMS sent secret shoppers to 240 marketing events 
and found inaccuracies or omissions in three-fourths of the 
sales presentations.16 Not only should the activities of each 
plan (and those that sell them) be reviewed more than 
once, there should be regular, ongoing monitoring at mul-
tiple levels. It is important to note that CMS has no method 
to obtain and verify licensing information on the agents or 
other entities soliciting consumers within a state for the 
sale of an insurance product at one of these sales events. 

The use of clipping services may help CMS monitor 
marketing and sales events that are publicized in major 
publications. We have witnessed that CMS Region IX, for 

example, has been quite responsive of late with respect 
to following up on non-compliant plan advertisements in 
California that have been brought to their attention. But, 
if history is an adequate predictor, the most egregious 
marketing violations will remain undetected because they 
are not advertised in major publications, but instead are 
very local and usually designed and produced by agents – 
e.g. flyers posted at senior centers or residence facilities, 
stuffed into local newspapers or newsletters, left on car 
windshields, left in the mail of residents living in mobile 
home parks, etc. – far out of reach of clipping services 
(see example in Appendix 3 below). 

The third and final prong of CMS’ new strategy is Com-
pliance -- plans are expected to be proactive and fix the 
activities in violation of CMS’ regulations as identified in 
CMS’ compliance actions. All of the information collected 
through surveillance activities is used to build a case for 
Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) and enforcement mea-
sures, and immediate compliance action or additional sur-
veillance can result. 

While we applaud CMS’ efforts to impose more oversight 
– and would like to see it successfully implemented – the 
organization’s efforts to date have fallen short, given the 
level of unpunished misconduct witnessed by Medicare 
beneficiaries, consumer advocates, and state regulators. 
Although marketing violations began in earnest in 2006 
with the roll-out of Part D and the increased reimburse-
ments to MA plans, there was a significant lag in federal 
action, and CMS has ultimately done little to actually 
punish wrongdoing plans, create effective deterrents 
to marketing misconduct, or to assist states in actions 
against agents. 

CMS eNFORCeMeNT ACTIONS 

CMS posts information about Corrective Action  
Plans (CAPs) it imposes on plan sponsors which are 
a precursor to enforcement actions such as imposing 
civil monetary penalties and suspending marketing and 
enrollment activities.17 According to CMS’ CAP Summary 
Report, of CAPs involving marketing requested by CMS 
in 2008, 20 are still open and 9 have closed (from  
1/1/08 through 11/1/08).18 

Although CMS seems to be increasing CAP activities, 
consumer advocates see the same actors, performing 
the same misdeeds, repeatedly without significant con-
sequence. The following is an excerpt from a chart on 
CMS’ website showing more serious Enforcement Actions 
(January 2006 – November 2008) starting from CMS’  
first marketing related action (in September 2007)  
through the present.19
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Following the imposition of a $75,000 civil monetary 
penalty (CPM) levied against Humana in September 
2007, CMS imposed a CPM against Coventry (reduced 
by $74,000) also in September 2007, and suspended the 
enrollment and marketing of one plan for two months. 
Even assuming the subsequent enforcement actions 
against SDM HealthCare and Health Net were even 
partially related to marketing, CMS has not imposed any 
new enforcement actions against plans due to marketing 
misconduct since January 2008. This inaction flies in the 
face of the experience of consumer advocates and oth-
ers, who see marketing abuses continue without mean-
ingful punishment of the plans responsible for the sale of 
their products. 

Even within the narrow scope of authority states retain as 
a result of federal preemption, state regulators have been 
far more aggressive in imposing meaningful punishment 
through monetary fines on plans engaging in misconduct 
in the Medicare marketplace.20 For example, before CMS 
levied any sanctions against Medicare plan sponsors 
relating to marketing misconduct, one state regulator, 
Oklahoma Insurance Commissioner Kim Holland, was 
able to levy a $500,000 fine against Humana in August 
2007 for a violation of their state law by Humana’s use of 
unlicensed agents, a fine that still totals more than all of 
CMS’ marketing-related sanctions combined to date.21 

In short, CMS’ new enforcement strategies may provide 
a greater ability to report abusive marketing tactics and 
stronger communication, and hopefully better coop-

eration, between CMS and states. We hope that plan 
sponsors will be subject to improved and more rigor-
ous targeted investigations which could lead to more 
meaningful enforcement actions including civil monetary 
penalties and suspension of enrollment and marketing 
activities. These well-intentioned efforts, though, will suffer 
as long as CMS continues to view plan sponsors as their 
“partners” first and foremost, instead of entities they are 
regulating in order to protect Medicare beneficiaries from 
misconduct. Enforcement of these new rules will be dif-
ficult to achieve, in part because of the loopholes in some 
of the rules, and in part because, as discussed next, state 
regulators – the best equipped to monitor and enforce 
rules against insurance companies – are still hamstrung 
by federal law. 

Preemption of State Authority

Congress and CMS have made efforts over the last  
year to involve states more in Medicare regulation, 
including increased information sharing and requiring 
plan sponsors to adhere to state appointment laws. But, 
as discussed below, these efforts ultimately fall short of 
meaningful involvement by state regulators, whom are 
best equipped to monitor plan activity on the ground  
and punish misconduct. 

FeDeRAL PReeMPTION HINDeRS ADeQUATe  

POLICING OF MeDICARe MARKeTPLACe

The oversight and regulation of the Medicare market-
place continues to be hindered by a bifurcated regula-

Organization 
Name 

Contract 
Number (H=MA
PD; S=PDP) 

Date 
Action 
Taken 

Basis for Action Action Taken Status 

Health Net PDP (S5678) 01/08/08 Several 
Contract 
Violations 

Suspension of 
enrollment and 
marketing 

Sanction Lifted March 2008 

SDM 
HealthCare 

MA-PD (H4009) 12/07/07 Several 
Contract 
Violations 

Suspension of 
enrollment and 
marketing 

Sanction lifted September 2008 

Chesapeake PFFS (H7845) 10/07/07 Marketing 
Violations 

Suspension of 
enrollment and 
marketing 

Sanction Lifted Nov 2007 

Coventry PFFS (H0846) 09/07/07 Marketing 
Violations 

$264,000 CMP Resolved -Settlement $190,000 

Humana MA-PD 
(H1804), RPPO 
(R5826), PDP  
(S588)4 

09/07/07 Marketing 
Violations 

$75,000 CMP Resolved Paid in full 
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tory system; plan sponsors and products are regulated 
under federal law, while sales of such products are 
regulated under state law. The separation of regulation 
and enforcement of the sales process from regulation 
and enforcement of the product and marketing activi-
ties creates a disjointed and often ineffective regulatory 
process. Federal preemption prohibits the application of 
state laws, including unfair trade practices, to the activi-
ties of plan sponsors thus denying states the ability to 
hold companies and sponsors responsible for the acts of 
their agents and other representatives. 

The oversight of the Medicare Supplemental Insurance 
(Medigap) market is an example of an effective model of 
joint state and federal regulation. Companies, products, 
and selling agents are regulated by state law using mini-
mum requirements established by federal law. The federal 
agency (CMS) defers to the experience and resources 
of state regulators for enforcement of these federal stan-
dards. This system also allows states to adopt additional 
consumer protections under state law that don’t conflict 
with federal minimums and may be unique to a particular 
state’s regulatory framework. This system has worked 
well over the last fifteen years, resulting in a dramatic 
reduction of abusive sales.

MA plan sponsors and their products, however, are gen-
erally exempt from all state laws, except licensing and 
solvency requirements, thus protecting these companies 
from state enforcement actions pertaining to their sales 
and marketing activities. State enforcement actions 
against agents selling the products of these companies 
may be compromised by a lack of cooperation by these 
plans, delaying or preventing states from taking appropri-
ate steps to curtail marketing abuses. While sponsors 
may be required to report complaints they receive about 
an agent to the appropriate state insurance department, 
companies are left to decide the merits of each complaint 
and when, and if, punitive action will be taken. CMS may 
instruct companies to cooperate with states, but states 
have limited authority over those companies to require 
production of records or other data needed to investigate 
and take action against their paid producers (see discus-
sion in next section).

An agent, unless he or she is an employee of a company, 
is likely to contract with several different companies, 
and be able to sell a wide range of insurance products 
in addition to MA and PDP products. A company receiv-
ing a complaint about an agent who is a high volume 
producer of its products may be reluctant to take action 
against such an agent but more than willing to correct any 
“mistakes” that have occurred as a result of that agent’s 
actions. Even in the event that such an agent is fired by 
the company, or prohibited from selling the company’s MA 
or Part D products, he or she can continue to sell MA and 
PDP products from other companies until such time as 

the state insurance department can prove misconduct on 
the part of that agent, with or without the cooperation of 
the company whose products were sold. In fact, the action 
to fire an agent can be reversed at any time, or that agent 
may be able to continue selling that company’s products 
through a Managing General Agent (MGA) contracting 
with that company, or through a third-party contracted with 
both the company and an MGA. (Also see discussion of 
the National Insurance Producer Registry (NIPR) below; 
without the use of this system, there is no way for CMS to 
effectively track agent movement between companies or 
in and out of these contracting arrangements.) 

ReCeNT FeDeRAL eFFORTS TO INCReASe  

ROLe OF STATeS INSUFFICIeNT 

The role of states in the regulation of Medicare plans 
has increased somewhat due to recent changes in the 
law and CMS action. MIPPA requires each Medicare 
Advantage organization to only use agents and brokers 
who have been licensed under state law to sell MA plans 
offered by the MA organization. In the case where a state 
has such an appointment law, plan sponsors must abide 
by that law to allow a state to know who is authorized to 
sell a company’s products. In addition, MIPPA requires 
each MA organization to “comply in a timely manner with 
any request by a state for information regarding the per-
formance of a licensed agent, broker, or other third party 
representing the Medicare Advantage organization as 
part of an investigation by the state into the conduct of the 
agent, broker, or other third party.”22 In an effort to involve 
states more in Medicare oversight, CMS now has a 
memorandum of understanding (MOU) with all 50 States 
(as well as D.C. and Puerto Rico) outlining “collaboration 
and information sharing.”23 These MOUs include commu-
nication strategies for CMS Regional Office/Department of 
Insurance (DOI) Liaisons as well as SHIP programs. CMS 
has also recently begun their first formal training with vari-
ous departments of insurance to discuss CMS strategies 
for enforcement. 

Despite these changes and CMS’ insistence that states 
are “partners” in Medicare regulation, states still retain 
only minimal authority over plan activity and even some 
minor suggestions to improve overall regulatory effi-
ciency have been summarily rejected by CMS. The NAIC 
White Paper notes that “states have no reliable means 
of identifying the producers selling for the plans, nor is 
there a procedure for CMS or the states to receive the 
names of producers associated with enrollments that 
resulted from marketing misconduct.”24 Agents moreover 
may sell the products of many different companies, mak-
ing MA plans a minority of the products they sell for any 
particular company. 

As discussed in the NAIC White Paper, states currently 
have regulatory systems in place to track agents (produc-
ers), including the National Insurance Producer Registry 
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(NIPR) Producer Database (PDB).25 The PDB is “a central 
repository of producer licensing information” which is reg-
ularly updated and contains information such as producer 
demographics (including states in which the producer 
is licensed, authorized lines of business, license status, 
appointments terminations and regulatory actions).26 
Despite the value of this existing system with the poten-
tial to greatly improve the ability of both state and federal 
regulators to track and monitor agent activity, CMS does 
not require plans to use the NIPR number during sales 
of Medicare products, and has firmly rejected requests to 
do so stating “[W]e believe that States currently provide 
appropriate oversight, and have the necessary reporting 
mechanisms in place to track and monitor agent activity.”27 
This stance ignores the flaws created by federal preemp-
tion of plan activities, and leaves states hampered in their 
ability to proactively identify agents that could cause prob-
lems and/or allow CMS to closely monitor apparent “high 
risk” events based on any prior patterns or practices that 
constitute misconduct. 

A market conduct examination of Humana by the Wis-
consin insurance department found, among other things, 
that: “the company accepted 19 applications that did not 
identify the writing agent but only identified an agency 
name and internal agency number. The company was not 
able to provide the name of the writing agent [the agent 
that actually sold the plans] for the 19 applications.”28 The 
mandatory use of the NIPR would have allowed Wiscon-
sin to identify the agents involved in these sales. 

In addition to the misconduct of individual agents, con-
sumer advocates and state regulators have observed 
problems with marketing materials issued by plan spon-
sors, including plan materials that clearly violate state law 
with inaccurate and incomplete comparisons to individual 
state Medicaid programs. These are meant to entice 
individuals dually eligible for Medicare and Medicaid to 
enroll in plans and often result in access to care problems 
and new cost-sharing for this population. State insurance 
departments are nonetheless prohibited by CMS to apply 
state laws to plan marketing materials, even when materi-
als that are distributed clearly violate their state laws.

In order to address the problem of plan materials that 
provide misleading state information, advocates have 
argued that states should have access to marketing mate-
rials created by plans. For example, in comments to the 
NPRM, advocates suggested that CMS should require 
plan sponsors to file marketing materials with state regu-
lators, so that states will be able to differentiate between 
CMS-approved and unapproved material and take action 
accordingly. CMS, however, rejected this suggestion: “It 
is not necessary for plans to file marketing materials with 

State regulators. All CMS approved marketing materials 
contain a unique material identification number. If anyone 
has a question about the legitimacy of plan marketing 
material, they can report it to CMS and it will be verified 
…”29 Although at first glance this argument may seem 
reasonable, a recent report by the Office of the Inspector 
General (OIG) highlights plan sponsors’ poor compliance 
with existing CMS rules concerning marketing materials. 
As reported by Medicare Part D Compliance News:

“Moreover, identification (ID) numbers from 45% of 
the reviewed materials failed to match the ID numbers 
in CMS’s system. Specifically, 42% of advertisements, 
53% of comprehensive formularies, 40% of enroll-
ment forms, 48% of pharmacy directories, and 51% 
of summary of benefits statements contained IDs that 
did not match the ID numbers in the agency’s Health 
Plan Management System (HPMS). OIG also found 
that 21% of the reviewed materials had IDs that did 
not follow the proper format.”30 

Finally, it should be noted that CMS has only provided 
implementing regulations and guidance concerning 
one of the two state-related MIPPA provisions meant to 
“Strengthen[…] the ability of states to act in collaboration 
with the Secretary to address fraudulent or inappropriate 
marketing practices.”31 While CMS has released regula-
tions concerning the use of licensed agents and state 
appointment laws,32 the authors have found no similar 
discussion in CMS regulation, regulatory preamble, or 
guidance of the following MIPPA provision entitled “Com-
pliance with state information requests”:

Each Medicare Advantage organization shall com-
ply in a timely manner with any request by a State 
for information regarding the performance of a 
licensed agent, broker, or other third party repre-
senting the Medicare Advantage organization as 
part of an investigation by the State into the con-
duct of the agent, broker, or other third party.33

This provision requiring plans to cooperate with states is 
effective January 1, 2009, as are the new requirements 
concerning state appointment laws, but recent CMS pub-
lications do not discuss this provision, other than through 
possible indirect reference.34 In addition, no instructions 
have been published to define “timely” nor has there been 
any clarification about what materials or information plans 
are required to make available to states concerning their 
relationship with an agent or other party. 

State regulators have the relevant experience, willingness 
and ability to properly regulate Medicare plans sponsors; 
unfortunately, though, they currently lack the authority 
under federal law to do so. 
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CMS, because of its relative lack of knowledge about 
and experience with the insurance marketplace, is still 
learning the business dynamics behind the actions of 
companies that contract with them to deliver Medicare 
benefits. Some companies easily anticipated the initial 
rush and momentum into private health insurance prod-
ucts in 2005, and the need to pay agents well to enroll 
people in those products and gain the necessary market 
share. Those companies contracted with CMS for two 
or more plans, usually a prescription drug plan (PDP) 
they used as their loss leader, allowing beneficiaries 
to remain in Original Medicare with a drug plan where 
they were comfortable, and a more profitable Medicare 
Advantage (MA) plan that could receive members from 
their PDP as premiums increased later and they were 
convinced to migrate out to a lower cost combination  
of coverage. 

The growth in MA enrollments during the 2008 plan year 
may have come mostly from people moving from one 
plan to another within or between plan sponsors, not 
from Original Medicare into MA plans. This year spon-
sors of some of these plans may have far less need of 
an agent distribution channel and may instead concen-
trate on contacting their own members to migrate them 
between their various products, including (for some 
companies) into their Medigap products for those who 
choose, or are encouraged to return to Original Medi-
care. Since the current Medigap plans will be replaced 
with updated and reconfigured versions in June of 2010 
due to changes in MIPPA, companies will have yet 
another reason in the 2009 AEP to contact their mem-

bers and explain the variety of choices available to them 
from their line-up of products in 2010.35

Instead of using some of their current MA overpayments 
this year to reward agents enrolling people in their plans, 
companies can use those overpayments to set up call 
centers to discuss with their MA members the full range 
of their MA products, as well as Medigaps, for those 
members unhappy with the restrictions on their medical 
care, rising premiums and out-of-pocket expenses. 

Commissions to agents this year have been cut back 
from previous years by new CMS requirements because 
companies found so many creative and unpalatable 
ways to reward agents who increased the company’s 
market share in the first few critical years of the Part D 
program. The highest initial and renewal commission 
payments for the 2009 plan year may be from those 
companies needing to increase their market share to the 
critical tipping point where they can survive a cutback of 
the current overpayments, or to produce a member base 
they can contact about other coverage and products in 
future years.

These multi-year business strategies acknowledge a 
political fact that the new Congress will be forced to deal 
with physician reimbursements and may as a result also 
cut current overpayments to MA plans. Industry leaders 
will always be a few steps ahead of CMS and their ability 
to understand and react to current business situations. 
State regulators closer to the operation of the insurance 
marketplace are often quicker to notice and understand 
insurance changes and trends occurring in their state.

CAN CMS KeeP UP WITH THe eVOLVING MeDICARe MARKeTPLACe? 

III. ANALYSIS OF SeLeCTeD  
NeW MARKeTING RULeS

While MIPPA and conforming regulations and guidance 
have led to improvements in consumer protections, there 
are still some gaping exceptions, loopholes and ques-
tions of adequate monitoring that must be viewed in 
light of the ongoing systemic barriers of lack of federal 
enforcement and the federal preemption of state author-
ity, discussed above. 

The following section provides a critique of certain provi-
sions contained in the new marketing rules (note that 
this is not an exhaustive analysis of all of the new rules). 
Some of these comments are culled from joint comments 
to CMS’ NPRM submitted by several advocacy organiza-
tions.36 For more analysis of CMS’ NPRM, many provi-
sions of which have subsequently been incorporated into 
MIPAA and implementing regulations, see CHA’s com-
ments to the NPRM.37 In addition, there are new market-
ing provisions with which we agree that are not discussed 

below, such as new rules regarding the provision of meals 
at sales events and the required inclusion of plan types in 
plan names as of 2010. 

Prohibition on Unsolicited Contact 

MIPPA prohibits any unsolicited means of direct contact 
with prospective enrollees, including soliciting door-to-
door or outbound telemarketing, without the prospective 
enrollee initiating contact. 

Elevating the current prohibition on unsolicited door-to-
door marketing from guidance to regulation, as well as 
the expansion to other unsolicited means of direct con-
tact, is a welcome improvement in consumer protection. 
If adequately enforced, this provision could help thwart 
agents who stake out hospitals, senior centers and accost 
people on the street. Violations of this rule, however, will 
be identified only when reported or otherwise discov-
ered and tracked back to the product being sold and the 
sponsoring company. It will be difficult for consumers to 
identify an unsolicited contact, or know that they can or 
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should report it. Disputes will likely dissolve into “he said/
she said” arguments between offending agents and their 
prey. As a result, this provision will be nearly impossible to 
enforce, and places the responsibility of investigation and 
enforcement with the plan sponsor, thus weakening any 
deterrent effect the law may have. States applying state 
laws to a licensed company have much greater potential 
to take necessary investigative and enforcement action.

DOORTODOOR MARKeTING

Although CMS guidelines already prohibited unsolicited 
door-to-door sales prior to codification in MIPPA and 
implementing regulations, this practice is still occurring 
with little visible consequence to agents or plans spon-
sors, in part because it is difficult to track and it is under-
reported by victims (and is more than likely a “he said/
she said” situation – e.g., “She asked me to come see 
her,” “no I didn’t,” “yes you did you just forgot…”). In com-
ments to the NPRM (as well as the NAIC White Paper), 
advocates stated that in order to effectively curb this 
practice, CMS must take affirmative steps in addition to 
placing this prohibition in regulation. We proposed that 
CMS implement reporting requirements that enable plans 
and CMS to identify and prevent unsolicited door-to-door 
sales; all in-home enrollments should be flagged, and 
agents should be required to document how an invitation 
for an in-home presentation was secured. Further, since 
in-home sales are more prone to abusive sales practices, 
plans must be required to document how agents arrange 
for each in-home sale, and that information should be 
audited by CMS and, if appropriate, state regulators. This 
would be easier to track if agents were required to use 
their NIPR number on everything the agent used, includ-
ing business cards, plan applications, etc. (see discussion 
of NIPR numbers above).

In the NAIC White Paper, CMS responded to this argu-
ment by noting that: “CMS Marketing Guidelines already 
prohibit door-to-door sales. Implementation of this recom-
mendation would be so burdensome as to be impractical 
and thus ineffective.”38 In the preamble to final regulations, 
though, CMS indicates that it will consider additional guid-
ance in the next Marketing Guidance update. CMS notes: 
“However, organizations should have internal reporting 
requirements established to maintain appropriate oversight 
of these and all marketing activities”.39 This statement sug-
gests that CMS will continue to allow plans to largely self-
police their own activities. While an internal mechanism 
can be in place, and should be, it cannot replace oversight 
and enforcement action by CMS or state regulators. The 
ability to flag abusive marketing activities and rectify them 
after the fact differs significantly from systematic oversight 
and strict enforcement that can prevent the marketing 
activities from occurring in the first place. 

While CMS now requires that the scope of a sales 
appointment to be agreed upon and documented in 
advance (see discussion below), this process appears 
prone to abuse, including forgery, or being filled out in 
advance and signed along with whatever else requires a 
signature (we note that as a general principle, disclosure 
notices cannot substitute for good laws or enforcement).

Abuses usually occur one at a time in a person’s home or 
in public spaces. There are seldom any witnesses, and 
often little physical evidence to prove an allegation of abu-
sive sales practices. Seldom are beneficiaries even aware 
of an abusive practice until after the fact. Advocates and 
family members invest hours trying to unravel the result-
ing harm of enrollment into an inappropriate plan, and 
restoration or replacement of previous coverage. The flow 
of information about abusive practices when it is reported 
is often short-circuited by reporting to the wrong agency, 
or by an inability to accurately describe an action to the 
correct agency. The flow of information between state and 
federal agencies is often circuitous and unproductive for 
lack of appropriate documentation and/or inability to cor-
rectly and quickly link the offending parties (e.g, no NIPR 
number, no clear instructions for how to complain or what 
to include, too many “he said/she said” occurrences). All 
of the above illustrates the difficulty of a federal agency 
trying to enforce sales at the local level and the obvious 
ineffectiveness of these efforts on a nationwide basis.

APPROACHING IN COMMON AReAS 

We applaud the intent of the new provision prohibiting 
agents/brokers from approaching beneficiaries in common 
areas such as parking lots, hallways, etc. It will be irresist-
ible, though, for many brokers and agents to refrain from 
approaching people and this prohibition will be particularly 
hard to enforce. Agents can still set up a table prominently 
displaying free prizes in Wal-Mart near the pharmacy 
counter, or inside a Longs Drugs, CVS, or other place 
where medications are dispensed, and, as discussed 
below, even in the common areas of hospitals and medi-
cal groups. 

OUTBOUND MARKeTING CALLS 

We appreciate the extension of this prohibition to include 
more scenarios, including calls to former members to 
market plans or products, and calls to confirm receipt of 
mailed information. We particularly applaud CMS for its 
clarifications in its recent guidance re: third party contacts, 
and the affirmative statement: “Any plan or its representa-
tive that accepts an appointment to sell an MA or PDP 
product that resulted from an unsolicited contact with a 
beneficiary regardless of who made the contact will be in 
violation of the prohibition against unsolicited contacts.”40

With respect to third-party leads, though, there is no defi-
nition of “unsolicited.” Neither CMS nor state insurance 
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departments have any authority over third-party busi-
nesses that gather and sell leads. It will be nearly impos-
sible for CMS to determine whether a lead being used 
by an agent is unsolicited, and it might not be defined as 
such if a consumer willingly returns something received 
in the mail and that returned information is subsequently 
sold and resold to agents.41

More importantly, CMS has created a gaping loophole 
for plan sponsors that greatly diminishes the scope of 
this prohibition, namely the allowance for plans to market 
other products they offer to their current enrollees. Note 
that MIPPA contains no articulated exceptions to the pro-
hibition of unsolicited means of direct contact, although 
it does reference “prospective” enrollees.42 In regulations 
implementing MIPPA, CMS clarifies that this prohibition 
includes “outbound calling without the beneficiary initiat-
ing contact … but does not include calling existing mem-
bers.”43 While it is clearly logical to allow plans to call 
their own members to conduct normal business related 
to the plan, we are greatly disappointed that CMS has 

included in this exception efforts by the plan to market 
other products offered by the same organization (see, 
e,g, discussion re: Medigaps above).44 Similarly, we are 
disappointed that CMS is allowing agents who enrolled a 
beneficiary into a plan to call that beneficiary while s/he 
is a member of that organization.45

These loopholes foster the ability of plans to maximize 
enrollment in one type of product (for example, a Part 
D plan with a low premium) only to later try to convince 
their members to enroll in a more lucrative product (for 
example, an MA-PD) – a strategy known as “enroll and 
migrate.”46 This carve-out apparently means that anyone 
enrolled in another insurance product offered by the same 
company (e.g. a Medigap policy, Part D plan or even life 
insurance, home owners, or auto policy by a subsidiary of 
the parent company, etc,) or returned a lead card in the 
past – or who has purchased a product sold by the same 
agent – could get unsolicited calls. Allowing such excep-
tions effectively guts this prohibition against unsolicited 
contacts, and should not be allowed. 

Prohibition on CrossSelling 

MIPPA prohibits the sale of other non-health related 
products (such as annuities and life insurance) during 
any sales or marketing activity or presentation conducted 
with respect to a Medicare Advantage plan. This, how-
ever, will not prevent agents from using Medicare as a 
means of getting through the door to sell other products. 
Using Medicare as the hook to sell other products is a 
long standing practice in the insurance industry. In those 
instances in which Medicare is used as means to sell 
other products, CMS regulations arguably may not have 
been violated since an agent might contend that there 
was no “intention” of selling an MA or PDP plan at all. The 
close connection between the federal Medicare program 
and commercial insurance companies often blurs the 
lines between the other types of insurance in the eyes of 
Medicare beneficiaries, particularly when one company or 
organization offers many different insurance products. 

In addition, despite this prohibition, there remains the 
danger that other “medical” or “health” products that are 
unsuitable for individuals will still be sold during marketing 
sessions (see, e.g., discussion of limited benefit Medicare 
Advantage “gap” products in Appendix 1). In comments 
to the NRPM, advocates expressed agreement that 
agents should not be permitted to cross-sell non-health 
care related products during a sale of Medicare products, 
but pushed for the provision to be expanded to also bar 
cross-selling of all non-Medicare related health products, 
such as hospital indemnity, dread disease, catastrophic ill-
ness, nursing home benefits, accidental death, long-term 
care insurance, and other “health products.” We noted 
that consumers already face difficult decisions regarding 
their Medicare coverage options and should be allowed 
to focus on these diverse coverage options without the 

A HICAP manager in California’s Central Valley 
reports the following (11/10/08): “I just got a call from 
a reputable health insurance broker. He wants to 
report a person in the area that is cold-calling, tell-
ing the beneficiary she WILL be at their door at a 
certain time and is there. She is selling PFFS either 
Health Net or Secure Horizons, or both, and threatens 
seniors that she will terminate their “Part Two” if they 
don’t sign up.”

A HICAP manager in rural Northern California reports 
the following (10/30/08): An agency representing 
[insurance company X] “has many agents under one 
district manager” and the “agents are “cold calling”, 
sometimes because a client may have contacted 
them a long time ago... or they are “following up”.... 
i.e. trying to get a new appointment.  They were push-
ing short-term long-term care policies and Medigaps... 
but now they have an opportunity to promote MA 
and Part D.... [these agents have been] using heavy 
handed telemarketing for several weeks. …  Their 
lead statement is “I’m calling to let you know about 
the changes in Medicare benefits.’” 

A HICAP manager in California’s Central Valley 
reported that since the 2008 AEP started, she has 
heard of at least eight Medicare beneficiaries in her 
county that have received calls from people saying 
that they represent the Social Security Administration 
and want to come to their homes to discuss changes 
in Medicare. These calls appear to have been made 
by agents selling MA plans.

COLD CALLING STILL A HOT TOPIC
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UNSOLICITeD MAILeRS WITH  
“IMPORTANT MeDICARe  
INFORMATION”

Companies in the business of constructing and mail-
ing lead generating solicitations commonly send out 
mailers that prompt recipients to respond in order to 
learn about Medicare, or changes to Medicare, as 
a hook to get in the door and sell something else. 
These mailers rarely mention Medicare Advantage 
or Part D plans. These companies are often neither 
insurance companies nor agents. Agents buy these 
leads, and at that point they are arguably unsolicited 
since the targeted consumer mailed them back. 

While plan/agent mailings are allowed under cur-
rent Medicare marketing rules, the type of mailing 
described here does not clearly articulate the attempt 
to generate leads and/or sell products. If a recipient 
responds to such a mailing by calling or writing to 
the mailing entity, and is then pitched a product (or 
at least an appointment to sell a product) is this an 
“unsolicited contact”? While recent CMS guidance 
states that “Third-parties may not make unsolicited 
calls to beneficiaries for non-MA and PDP products 
(for example, a ‘benefits compare’ meeting) and pro-
vide those contacts to plans for ultimate use as an MA 
or PDP sales appointment”, the guidance does not 
reference unsolicited mailings like this. Question: Are 
these types of unsolicited mailers prohibited under 
Medicare’s new marketing rules? We urge CMS to 
clarify that the scope of the current unsolicited contact 
rules include this type of beneficiary contact.  

eXAMPLe – (See Appendix 2 for a reprint of the 
2 page mailer discussed here.) A HICAP client in 
rural Northern California recently received an offi-
cial looking mailer labeled “Medicare Information 
Update” -- “Important Document Enclosed – Open 
Immediately – Do Not Delay – Response Time is 
Limited.” The mailer had a detachable reply card 
with a check box: “Please see that I receive infor-
mation on the 2009 changes to Medicare and the 
options available to me.” The text references MIPPA 
saying it has “changed the laws governing the Fed-
eral Medicare Program. These changes to Medicare 
have decreased the amount Medicare pays for 
your healthcare and increased the amount you are 
required to pay. However, you do have options that 
could save you money on your healthcare. For more 
information on these changes, how they personally 
affect you … simply complete and return this post-
age-paid card today…” 

added complications of considering add-on health prod-
ucts, some of which may in fact duplicate some services 
covered by Medicare. 

Scope of Appointments 

In an effort to prevent Medicare beneficiaries from end-
ing up in a product that they did not intend to enroll in, 
MIPAA requires advance agreement between the selling 
agent and the prospective enrollee regarding the scope 
of a sales appointment. Specifically, MIPPA states that 
“[s]uch limitation shall require advance agreement with 
a prospective enrollee on the scope of the marketing 
appointment and documentation of such agreement by 
the Medicare Advantage organization. In the case where 
the marketing appointment is in person, such documen-
tation shall be in writing.”47 While this provision aims to 
provide a new, minimal protection for beneficiaries, it 
would generally only protect individuals who are certain 
ahead of time what type of plan they wish to consider 
(e.g., “I want a Part D plan and I don’t want to talk about 
anything else”), and appears to be very easy for an 
agent to side-step by merely outlining the full range of 
Medicare products when setting up the appointment. 
Despite the limitations of this protection, though, CMS 
has rendered it all but meaningless through their subse-
quent guidance to plans and agents. 

Although not required by MIPPA, CMS proposed, but 
later abandoned, a 48 hour cooling-off period during 
which additional lines of business not identified prior 
to an in-home appointment would require a separate 
appointment that could not be rescheduled until 48 hours 
after the initial appointment.48 In it’s 11/10/08 guidance, 
CMS states that during a personal/individual appoint-
ment “when a beneficiary asks to discuss another prod-
uct type, the agent must have the beneficiary sign a new 
Scope of Appointment form for the new product type and 
then may continue the marketing appointment. A new 
separate appointment is not required.” This deference 
to insurance agents effectively guts the 48 hour require-
ment, and can be easily manipulated by unscrupulous 
agents, circumventing the intent of the scope of appoint-
ment limitation altogether. 

Similarly, CMS has effectively ignored MIPPA’s require-
ment of “advance agreement” and documentation “in 
writing” for in-person appointments. The language of the 
implementing regulation states that plans or their agents 
cannot “[m]arket any health care related product during a 
marketing appointment beyond the scope agreed upon by 
the beneficiary, and documented by the plan, prior to the 
appointment.”49 In its 11/10/08 memo, CMS clarifies the 
requirements around written documentation by noting that 
the “documentation for personal/individual sales events 
must be in writing, in the form signed by the beneficiary, or 
a recorded oral agreement [emphasis added].”50 In addi-
tion, the same memo notes that “[i]f it is not feasible for 
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the Scope of Appointment form to be executed prior to the 
appointment, an agent may have the beneficiary sign the 
form at the beginning of the marketing appointment.” In 
other words, if it is convenient for the agent, he can have 
the Medicare beneficiary sign the scope of appointment 
form in the presence of the agent in the high pressure in-
home sales environment – precisely the scenario sought 
to be avoided. 

Further, CMS’ revised Model Scope of Sales Appointment 
Confirmation Form (11/08) falls short of confirming ben-
eficiary intent.51 The form only allows a choice between 
Part D products or Medicare Advantage plans collectively 
(including MA-PD, MA-only, HMO, PPO, PFFS, SNP, 
MSA and Cost plans). In addition, the form includes the 
following note in parentheses: “(Please note that an agent 
may also discuss a Medicare Supplemental policy with 
you.)” In other words, agents get a “freebie” or “gimmie” 
product to discuss, without prior beneficiary consent, mak-
ing a mockery of distinctions between different “lines of 
business.” Additionally, while the form does require a ben-
eficiary’s signature (or that of an authorized representa-
tive), and requires initials at the two boxes/choices instead 
of a check, unscrupulous agents will find it far easier to 
forge a person’s initials that already appear on the page 
than a signature (thus granting blanket permission to 
discuss the entire range of Medicare products). Unless a 
prospective enrollee retains a copy of such form, any sub-
sequent disagreement about expressed beneficiary intent 
can easily devolve into a he said/she said morass (e.g., “I 
didn’t sign this – yes you did, you just don’t remember…”). 
Finally, we have heard – anecdotally – that CMS does not 
require agents to obtain more than one confirmation form 
if a prospective enrollee invites friends and neighbors over 
for a sales session.

Marketing in Health Care Settings 

MIPPA and implementing regulations and guidance out-
line a prohibition on sales and marketing activities that are 
conducted in health care settings – areas where health 
care is delivered to individuals (such as physician offices 
and pharmacies), except in the case where such activities 
are conducted in common areas.

We agree that no marketing (sales activities, distribution/
acceptance of enrollment forms) should occur in health 
care settings. The rules do allow, however, marketing in 
common areas. For example, during an NMTP call on 
September 25, 2008, CMS explained that an agent can 
set up a table in a hospital cafeteria, or a supermarket 
with a pharmacy, but people must approach the agent.  
As discussed above in the section on unsolicited contacts, 
we believe that this line will be easily blurred in practice 
and practically unenforceable. The temptation to initiate 
contact with prospective enrollees will be very hard to 
resist for many agents, and such conduct will very likely 
go unpunished. When is contact “unsolicited” – initial eye 

contact, an informal “hello”? In addition, the presence of a 
small free gift is likely to bring people to a table and initiate 
discussion. 

In comments to the NPRM, advocates argued that CMS 
should prohibit any sales, education and application col-
lection at pharmacies in order to curtail marketing abuses 
occurring at pharmacies (or in close proximity to them). If 
pharmacies are located in larger retail stores, we noted, 
such activity should also be prohibited in any part of the 
retail store. CMS did not adopt this suggestion. 

Cash or Other Monetary Rebates as  
Inducement for enrollment 

Previously an MA organization was not allowed to provide 
for cash or other monetary rebates as an inducement for 
enrollment. This prohibition has now been expanded to 
“cash, gifts, prizes, or other monetary rebates.”

Our experience shows that many agents pitch plan bene-
fits in a manner that leads prospective enrollees to believe 
that they will receive cash or other monetary inducements 
if they enroll – for example, through pharmacy debit cards 
and/or Part B premium rebates. This practice appears 
to continue to be permitted under the new rules. While 
debit cards for over-the-counter pharmacy products may 
be benefits that are indeed available upon enrollment, 
consumer advocates note that many prospective enroll-
ees interpret agents’ descriptions of such benefits as a 
cash benefit, and enroll in plans believing that they will 
receive, for example, $20 cash every month (instead of a 
$20 credit to apply towards over-the-counter items). We 
believe that agents and plan sponsors should be required 
to explain such benefits in a clear and comprehensive 
manner that explicitly informs prospective enrollees that 
such benefits are not monetary rebates being used as 
inducements to enroll. 

educational vs. Sales events 

We applaud CMS’ efforts to further clarify the distinction 
between sales and marketing events and the respective 
rules that apply. For the last few years, beneficiary advo-
cates have reported numerous instances of agents and 
brokers offering to provide and/or advertising “educational 
events” about “Medicare changes” or “Medicare Part 
C” (or other similar general topics) at senior or disabled 
housing complexes or other facilities, only to end up dis-
tributing and collecting plan applications. Sales activities 
at these events have often led to mass enrollments of 
beneficiaries, which usually reflect insufficient time spent 
with each prospective enrollee to determine whether or 
not the particular plan is his/her best option. Advertise-
ments for these events are often drafted and distributed 
by agents in their efforts to sell as many of these products 
as possible during a very short sales season. Plan spon-
sors may not have seen or even know of the existence of 
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these advertisements (yet they benefit from any resulting 
enrollments). In spite of the fact that these advertisements 
are required to be approved by a plan, there are simply 
too many of them being generated by too many agents 
forced into a six week earnings period. Agents using 
these advertisements can not be disciplined under federal 
rules, and the advertisements they use are not subject to 
state regulation.

We appreciate CMS’ clarification, and their efforts at polic-
ing this activity, but point out once again the regulatory 
difficulties of bifurcated enforcement and the inevitable 
gaps in that system. We would like to acknowledge that 
CMS Region IX has been particularly responsive to issues 
arising in California in the last few months concerning the 
advertising of plan/agent events and hope this vigilance 
and swiftness in response will continue. 

As suggested in NPRM comments, we believe that plans 
and their agents should report both sales and educational 
events to CMS so that CMS and plan secret shoppers 
can be present and enforce the prohibition on marketing 
at educational events. This is likely to be an area where 
plans/agents will try to skirt the rules; further, it is easier to 
police notices and advertisements that are widely distrib-
uted, such as those published in a local paper (see, e.g., 
discussion re: federal enforcement above and CMS’ use 
of a clipping service). Notices of events for smaller groups 
of people, such as those at a particular housing complex 
or senior center, are much more likely to escape regula-
tory notice (see example below). 

Agent and Broker Training and Testing 

MIPAA establishes a requirement for the training, annual 
retraining, and testing of agents, brokers and other third 
parties. Medicare Advantage organizations must use only 
individuals (as an agent, broker, or other third party rep-
resenting the organization) that have completed an initial 
training and testing program, and annual retraining and 
testing program.

As expressed in comments to the NPRM, advocates 
are concerned that current training is not comprehen-
sive enough and testing is not rigorous enough. Training 
should include how MA and Part D plans coordinate, if 
at all, with other kinds of insurance, such as Medigap, 
retiree and each state’s Medicaid program where the 
plan’s products are sold. Agents should also be trained 
about the dangers that beneficiaries might lose current 
coverage through other sources if they enroll in an MA or 
Part D plan. Further, agents should be trained with state-
specific information, including, for example, eligibility for 
state-specific programs and Medicaid programs (including 
whether a state’s Medicaid program pays coinsurance 
for MA plans to providers). Agents should also be trained 
in cultural competency, as well as how to address issues 
related to limited-English proficient beneficiaries, and ben-
eficiaries with disabilities, including cognitive impairments.

In a similar vein, consumer advocates routinely find that 
plan call centers staffed by customer service representa-
tives (CSRs) give out incorrect and incomplete informa-
tion. Plans also should be required to ensure that their 
CSRs can perform at a minimum level. 

Agent and Broker Commissions 

MIPPA prohibits plans from using agent/broker com-
pensation other than as provided under guidelines 
established by the Secretary. The Act directs that such 
guidelines shall ensure that the use of compensation cre-
ates incentives for agents and brokers to enroll individuals 
in the Medicare Advantage plan that is intended to best 
meet their health care needs.53 Implementing regulations 
include the requirement that plans submit to CMS their 

LOCAL PHYSICIANS’  
GROUP PROMOTeS eVeNT  
BUT SCReeNS ATTeNDeeS

Just prior to the current AEP, a HICAP manager in 
Southern California reported an advertisement for an 
event sponsored by a local independent physicians 
association (IPA) known to contract with Medicare 
Advantage plans. The event, called ”Understanding 
Your 2009 Healthcare Options” and presented by 
a physician, advertised free flu shots and refresh-
ments. The ad said: “Open to all Medicare eligible 
seniors” – clearly excluding those Medicare ben-
eficiaries who are under 65 with disabilities. When 
the HICAP manager called to RSVP for the event, 
she was asked her date of birth, address, “current 
HMO”, and whether she wanted a free flu shot; when 
she replied yes, she was told that they had to have 
her current HMO information as well as her doctor’s 
name. Upon being alerted by the HICAP, CMS did 
follow up, and the IPA subsequently separated out 
its educational event from its sales event and adver-
tised them, but the ads still violated CMS clarifica-
tions re: timing and location of sales and educational 
events together. We were informed that the IPA 
eventually cancelled the events altogether.

Agents sometimes approach facilities or community 
organizations and arrange for a lecture or other 
event in the common meeting area of a facility or 
community organization, or contact an individual in 
a facility who asks friends to attend a small group 
meeting. Each of these would escape notice by CMS 
unless reported. Note that we have encountered 
no events that have been scheduled exclusively for 
people with disabilities or that expressly include peo-
ple with disabilities; conversely, events seem to be 
always focused on seniors even when the generic 
term “Medicare beneficiary” is used.
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compensation structures for the previous three years plus 
the compensation structure they are implementing for 
2009. In addition, to discourage churning, CMS is requir-
ing that plans pay renewal rate compensation in 2009 for 
all plan changes and that renewal commissions must be 
50 percent of initial commissions, and be based on fair 
market value to avoid violating anti-kickback rules. Once 
CMS identifies that an initial compensation was warranted 
(in the instance of individuals newly eligible for Part D or 
Medicare Advantage), plans will retrospectively pay the 
agents and brokers an additional amount equal to the ini-
tial compensation rate filed with CMS.54 

We are pleased that Congress and CMS are seeking to 
regulate the compensation plan sponsors pay agents and 
brokers selling their products, since, as we have stated 
in earlier briefs, it is our belief that compensation paid to 
agents is a prime factor behind the epidemic of marketing 

misconduct occurring since early 2006. CMS’ efforts to 
address the issue of commissions, though, may be fight-
ing the last war and not the current one. Companies may 
already have decided to focus on current members and 
migrate them to their most profitable plan. They may only 
need agents to pick up an increasingly smaller number of 
people willing to switch out of Original Medicare, or those 
who are newly eligible. Since companies can communi-
cate without restriction with their current members they 
can lobby them to choose from among the company’s 
own products, and they have the claims information to 
narrow or direct their choices. For instance, someone with 
high out-of-pocket costs who is currently in the company’s 
MA-PD might be encouraged to move to their Medigap 
and Part D products at a higher monthly cost but with 
lower out-of-pocket costs and the flexibility to choose their 
providers. All current Medigap policies will be closed by 
June 30, 2010 when the new versions of the standardized 
policies will replace existing products allowing companies 
to increase premiums on existing policies and offer new 
ones at low introductory prices.

There are still wide swings between the commissions 
paid for Medicare Advantage enrollments, but the overall 
annual amounts are lower than the preceding years (in 
part due to new rules), and there seems to be little if any 
bonus activity. This reinforces the view that agents have 
become less important and migration between plans may 
be more important to the plan sponsors. Still, agents who 
have only six weeks to convince people to change their 
coverage, and another three months to convince them to 
switch into or out of an MA plan, will be working overtime 
to secure and maximize their annual income. The small 
if not insignificant commissions for PDPs clearly reveal 
where the profit lies for plan sponsors. 

There are also some possible unintended consequences 
of the new compensation structure: agents with clients in 
higher compensation plans, in an effort to preserve their 
renewals may discourage review of the current year’s 
plan benefits and encourage members to stay in what 
becomes an unsuitable plan. Conversely, agents seeking 
higher reimbursements may deliberately move existing 
clients in return for higher renewal commissions in sub-
sequent years. This demonstrates the pitfalls of allowing 
companies to choose the amount of commission instead 
of establishing a standard or fixed commission for each 
type of plan. As long as plan benefits and costs continue 
to change on an annual basis, coverage stability will not 
be achieved, and sales will continue to be driven by the 
compensation agents can earn, and not by the best cov-
erage for a Medicare beneficiary.

In order to truly minimize agent financial incentives to 
steer people to certain plans based upon their own finan-
cial gains, we believe that CMS should set a maximum 
dollar amount for all commissions for both MA and Part 
D plans. Absent establishment of a standard and level 

AGeNT FLYeR ADVeRTISING eVeNT – 
SALeS OR eDUCATIONAL? 

Tenants in a mobile home park in California’s Central 
Valley recently received flyers in their monthly rent 
statements advertising a “2009 Medicare Advantage 
Discussion” presented by a local insurance firm. The 
flyer, apparently not published anywhere, contains 
numerous violations of Medicare marketing rules, 
including: 

• Has “Medicare & You” logo across the top, very 
similar to handbook of the same name 

• The “2009 Medicare Advantage Discussion” is 
loosely billed as educational, but contains informa-
tion about certain plans (without identifying them) 
by noting that MA coverage is “FREE”, and has 
“$0.00 premium”

• Includes note: “Who is Eligible for Medicare Advan-
tage? If you are 65 years of age or older with Medi-
care Part A and B” – clearly excluding individuals 
under age 65 entitled to Medicare due to disability52

• Notes: “Lunch will be served” despite prohibition on 
the provision of meals at sales events 

This type of flyer – and the sales event itself – are not 
likely to be on CMS’ radar. This highlights that CMS 
is not actually capturing or acting upon these activi-
ties in a manner that is dissuading plans or agents. 
Plans and agents continue to operate under a “fix it 
after (and only if) you are caught” approach. (Note 
that CHA contacted the insurance firm that issued this 
flyer, and they claimed that the event was cancelled, 
though we were unable to verify this. Nonetheless, we 
believe that this is an example likely duplicated across 
the county.) See Appendix 3 for a copy of the flyer 
referenced here.
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IV. ReCOMMeNDATIONS & CONCLUSION 

California Health Advocates, along with other advocacy 
organizations, has opined about the various causes of 
the epidemic of marketing misconduct surrounding the 
sale of Medicare Advantage and Part D products over 
the last three years. Among the root causes, we believe, 
are financial incentives that drive marketing abuses – 
payment to Medicare Advantage plans and, correspond-
ingly, compensation paid to agents. As discussed above, 
CMS and Congress are attempting to address the issue 
of agent compensation, although it remains to be seen if 
current efforts will adequately curtail abuses. The issue 
of payment to MA plans may be taken up by the next 
Congress and the incoming Obama Administration.57 
Leveling MA payment to that of fee-for-service provid-
ers, we believe, is certainly a step in the right direction 
to reduce unscrupulous plan behavior and secure Medi-
care’s financial footing. 

Even with such actions, though, we believe that several 
significant structural changes must be made to the Medi-
care program and the manner in which it is regulated in 
order to both effectively combat marketing abuse and put 
the Medicare program on the right course for those it is 
designed to serve. As raised elsewhere, we recommend 
the following major changes to the program: 

• Standardize Medicare Advantage and Part D plan ben-
efits – as we argued in a joint issue brief with the Medi-
care Rights Center titled “Informed Choice: The Case 
for Standardizing and Simplifying Medicare Private 
Health Plans” (September 2007).58 MA and Part D plans 
should be standardized in order to provide true, mean-
ingful distinctions between plans that would enable ben-
eficiaries to make informed decisions about how they 
wish to access their health coverage. The sheer number 
of plans, plan designs, and details are overwhelming 
and preclude Medicare beneficiaries from making the 
right choice of coverage for their own unique financial 
and medical situation forcing reliance on more knowl-
edgeable sources including agents. 

• Allow the Original Medicare program to administer 
the Part D prescription drug benefit, instead of forcing 
Medicare beneficiaries to purchase coverage through 
the private market. As it stands now, the private sector 
is delivering social insurance benefits at an increased 
cost to taxpayers, and creating beneficiary confusion 
combined with increased administrative costs of plan 
sponsors and all down stream participants. 

• Congress should allow states greater authority over 
plan marketing activities so that they can, among other 
things, more closely tie agent/broker oversight to CMS 
marketing and plan oversight.59 

INSURANCe AGeNTS WeIGH IN … 

WeLCOMe to MeDICARe – Now Duck and Cover

Due to the restructuring of commissions, agents will 
clearly be focused on trying to obtain initial or first-
year commissions. As noted by an agent posting on 
an agent online forum, “I learned today that MIPPA 
rules don’t apply to turning 65 leads because they 
don’t have Medicare yet. … I almost feel sorry for 
these prospects - they are going to get hammered 
with calls and mail from agents.”55

OLD DOGS & NeW TRICKS

We fear that too many agents/brokers will still oper-
ate with their pecuniary interests first, clients’ needs a 
distant second. Although clearly anecdotal – and cer-
tainly not applicable to the entire agent community – 
here is the thread of a recent post on an agent online 
forum (note that errors are in the original text): 

“I just got Aetna’s new commissions and they’re par 
for the course, 450-225. But they are not retro-ing 
renewals so Im left with no choice but to move as 
many of these cases to AARP or Americhoice to get 
them on the new renewal scale. I just wish these com-
pany’s understood how an Agent works ...ughh and I 
thought I wouldn’t write a fresh piece of business this 
year. Is anyone else angling this way by keeping old 
business that adjusts to te new scale retroactively in 
that carrier and placing existing business that doesnt 
retroactive into new carriers to get to the new scale ?”

In response to another agent suggesting that this 
might constitute churning, the poster replies: “Nah, Im 
not doing anyone a disservice if they fit into AARP or 
Americhoice Im gonna move them. AARP has lower 
co-pays, dental, and a more extensive formulary. 
Americhoice is much more rich in benefits, life alert, 
OTC benefit, etc. I placed most people in Aetna for 
the bonuses they ofered anyway. And besides there’s 
no rules against churning, CMS is trying to lessen it.”

When the second agent continues to protest that this 
approach is based upon chasing bonuses, the poster 
states: “I got over 400 active cases in the last 2 years 
Ive had 1 single solitary complaint.”56

commission for all such products, CMS should set a 
range of limited compensation and impose an overall limit. 
CMS actuaries have access to information necessary to 
enforce this through the plan bid process to create a level 
playing field.
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In addition to these broad structural changes, as well as 
comments made throughout this brief, we offer the follow-
ing general recommendations concerning the regulation 
of the Medicare marketplace:60 

• Implement reporting requirements that enable plans 
and CMS to identify and prevent mass enrollments 
(i.e., multiple enrollments at one location in a short 
period of time, e.g. after a sales presentation). Mass 
enrollments at sale presentations should trigger 
increased plan efforts to verify suitability of the product 
for the new enrollee and should be discouraged or 
barred in the commission structure for agents. When 
multiple enrollments are made at one event over a 
short period of time, there is often insufficient time for 
agents to explain products to and answer questions 
from individual enrollees. 

• Plans should monitor monthly enrollment figures for 
individual agents in order to ensure that high produc-
tion does not indicate a failure to adequately explain 
suitable coverage options to consumers. Commissions, 
production bonuses and other compensation offered by 

plan sponsors create incentives for agents to maximize 
sales volumes, but high monthly enrollment figures may 
signal unsuitable sales. Plan sponsors need to monitor 
high volume agents and agencies to ensure that they 
are following the plan sponsor’s suitability guidelines 
and Medicare marketing rules. 

• Prospective enrollees should be presented with other 
options to learn about their full range of Medicare-
related plans, such as SHIP counselors. MA and Part 
D sales should follow existing Medigap rules concern-
ing disclosure requirements and referrals for counsel-
ing assistance (see, e.g., NAIC Model to Implement 
the NAIC Medicare Supplemental Insurance Minimum 
Standards Model Act, Section 18A). SHIP information 
should be included on all marketing materials, and 
agents should know and provide information on the 
name, location, and phone number of the local SHIP.61

• Develop suitability standards for the sale of all Medicare 
private plans with special consideration to the market-
ing of PFFS plans, SNPs and other MA plans to dual 
eligibles.62 

APPeNDIX 1: MeDICARe ADVANTAGe 
“GAP” PRODUCTS – A ReGULATORY  
NOD VS. SHOVe

In November 2007, California Health Advocates (CHA) 
released an issue brief exploring the rise of Medicare 
Advantage “gap” products, which are individual cash 
benefit or fixed payment insurance products marketed to 
insurance agents as a “wrap-around plan” designed to fill 
in the gaps in Medicare Advantage plans for their clients.63 
These products are designed to pay cash benefits directly 
to enrollees of MA plans to mitigate the out-of-pocket 
costs imposed by their MA plan. Among other things, we 
argued that the presence of these plans is a symptom of a 
larger disease in the Medicare Advantage program – that 
many MA plans appear to be shifting greater costs onto 
enrollees, some even in excess of what they would pay in 
Original Medicare. 

Medicare beneficiaries are often led to believe that 
Medicare doesn’t cover illness such as cancer and other 
dread diseases in the same way other health services are 
covered, or that they will have enormous out-of-pocket 
expenses if the are hospitalized. As a result they can 
be convinced to buy additional benefits to cover a wide 
variety of potentially expensive medical costs. Insurance 
companies have long been able to exploit consumer 
ignorance about Medicare coverage, and individuals’ 
fears about the high cost of medical care in general, and, 
more recently, the high cost sharing imposed by some MA 
plans. Over the years insurance companies have devel-
oped specific insurance products to pay cash benefits for 
bits and pieces of health care costs, such as ambulance 

trips, hospital days, or accidental injury. These products 
can be sold separately at small premium cost, or more 
recently bundled together into an attractive package of 
benefits–such as the “gap” products referenced here–to 
provide coverage for expenses imposed by an MA plan. 
In some cases these benefits may actually duplicate other 
benefits to which a beneficiary is entitled to because of 
other primary coverage.

These cash or fixed benefit policies pay benefits regard-
less of whether Medicare also pays. The anti-duplication 
rules contained in 42 USC §1395ss(d)(3)(A)(i)(IV), 
actually exempt health insurance “…that pays benefits 
regardless of other health benefits…”64 As a result the 
NAIC Model Regulation for Medigap policies contains 14 
different disclosure notices that are required to be used in 
the sale of any of these products to someone with Medi-
care. While CMS regulations at 42 CFR §403.205(a)(2) 
describe Medigap as a policy that “is primarily designed, 
or is otherwise purported to provide payment for expenses 
incurred for services and items that are not reimbursed 
under the Medicare program because of deductibles, 
coinsurance, or other limitations under Medicare” these 
“gap” products pay in addition to Medicare and are mar-
keted to people with and without Medicare benefits, avoid-
ing the “primarily designed” requirement.

Section 104(c) of the Medicare Improvements for Patients 
and Providers Act of 2008 (MIPPA) attempted to clarify 
that “[a]ny health insurance policy that provides reim-
bursement for expenses incurred for items and services 
for which payment may be made [by Medicare] but which 
are not reimburseable by reason of the applicability of 
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deductibles, coinsurance, copayments or other limita-
tions imposed by a Medicare Advantage plan (including 
a Medicare Advantage private fee-for-service plan) under 
Part C [of the Medicare statute] shall comply with the 
requirements of section 1882 (o) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 
1395ss(o)).” (Section1882(o) refers to rules that apply to 
the sale and structure of Medicare Supplemental Insur-
ance policies (aka Medigaps).) 

Federal law under MIPPA appears to require any insur-
ance product sold expressly to supplement MA plans to 
be regulated as a Medigap policy. Insurance products 
so marketed and sold must comply with state rules for 
Medigap policies, or cease being marketed and sold. 
Unfortunately, the law misses the target. Insurance com-
panies can find many ways to design their products to 
escape these rules by simply unbundling these small 
pieces of insurance coverage, and ceasing to market 
them as a supplement to a Medicare Advantage plan. 
The private market for insurance products remains mal-
leable, and in the absence of legislative changes to the 
anti-duplication rules MIPPA alone will not prohibit the 
sale of these cash benefit policies to people in MA plans 
or in Original Medicare. However, states now have the 
ammunition to regulate any product that a company 
continues to bundle and market to pay the out-of-pocket 
costs imposed by Medicare or MA plans.

We believe that CMS should ask the National Associa-
tion of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) to survey their 
member states and find out which states allow the sale 
of these products, determine how these products are 
being regulated, determine if these are being sold to 
supplement Medicare benefits, and make the results 
available to CMS. 

CMS should study the MIPPA rule and the anti-duplication 
rules and issue a bulletin to state insurance departments 
advising them of how these products should be regulated 
and the standard for determining which products meet the 
standards described in MIPPA and should therefore be 
regulated as a Medigap policy.

Without clear direction from the federal government it is 
unlikely that the sale of these products to Medicare ben-
eficiaries will cease anytime soon.

eXAMPLe: ONe “GAP” SPONSOR  
STILL GOING STRONG …

Guarantee Trust and Life Insurance Co. (GTL) was one 
of the plan sponsors offering these “gap” products identi-
fied in CHA’s brief. It appears that GTL is not slowing 
down. In a recent email alert to agents/brokers, GTL 
announced its “ADVANTAGE PLUS Bonus Program” that 
declares, in order to thank agents for all of their busi-
ness, “we are pleased to announce an Advantage Plus 
Bonus Program where you can earn a bonus of up to 
$15 per application!” (See Appendix 1A.) The announce-
ment then explains how agents can take advantage of 
this program, by submitting Advantage Plus applications 
between October 20, 2008 and March 31, 2009 to get a 
bonus (5 to 20 applications yield a $5 application bonus, 
21-50 a $10 bonus and 51+ a $15 bonus per application; 
in addition, agents can earn points to help them qualify 
for the 2009 “Soaring to New Heights” Sales Convention 
at the Resort at Pelican Hill in Newport Beach, CA). 

These are the same sales incentives promoted by MA and 
Part D plans during the last few years that led to recent 
improvements to marketing rules. However, this GTL pro-
motion flaunts these new guidelines applicable to agents 
selling Medicare Advantage and Part D plans, even 
though MA enrollees are clearly the target of such efforts.
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